The Honorable Henry Kerner
Special Counsel
Office of Special Counsel
1730 M Street, N.W.
Suite 218
Washington, D.C. 20036-4505

Re: Guidance Regarding Post-Election Day Political Activity by Federal Employees

Dear Mr. Kerner:

Citizens for Responsibility and Ethics in Washington (“CREW”) respectfully requests that the Office of Special Counsel (“OSC”) issue public guidance on Hatch Act compliance to the White House and relevant agencies in the event of contested elections after November 3, 2020. President Trump has openly courted interference in the election, and senior members of his administration have routinely used federal resources and authority to support his candidacy in violation of federal law. OSC needs to provide clear, public guidance to ensure that the President and other senior government officials do not use taxpayer funds or resources to support or oppose any candidate in a partisan election if the results of the contests remain in doubt even after Americans have cast their votes.

Factual Background

As you are aware, the use of federal resources for partisan and campaign related activities by senior political appointees has become epidemic in the Trump administration. President Trump has routinely used official White House resources for campaign-style events and, under his leadership, senior administration officials have violated the Hatch Act with alarming frequency. To date, OSC has found at least 14 senior Trump administration aides in violation of the Hatch Act. Several more are currently under investigation, and the President, on multiple occasions, has attacked and dismissed concerns about compliance with this law. Last year, the President declined to discipline Counselor to the President Kellyanne Conway despite your finding that she committed dozens of Hatch Act violations and your recommendation that she be removed from federal service. Moreover, in the months leading up to the upcoming election, the

number of apparent Hatch Act violations committed by senior administration officials, including White House Chief of Staff Mark Meadows, White House Press Secretary Kayleigh McEnany, White House Senior Policy Advisor Stephen Miller, and White House Director of the Office of Trade and Manufacturing Policy Peter Navarro, among others, have increased dramatically.\(^5\) Just three weeks ago, OSC reprimanded Agriculture Secretary Sonny Perdue and demanded that he ensure the government was reimbursed for costs associated with his travel to an official event in August where he violated the Hatch Act.\(^6\)

In the last month, President Trump has expressed a desire for several federal agencies to take explicit actions that would benefit his electoral fortunes in November. On October 21, 2020, the Associated Press reported that President Trump called for Attorney General William Barr to “immediately launch an investigation into unverified claims about Democrat Joe Biden and his son Hunter, effectively demanding that the Justice Department muddy his political opponent and abandon its historic resistance to getting involved in elections.”\(^7\) Although Attorney General Barr has resisted calls to open or expedite investigations into the President’s political rivals, Mr. Barr has served President Trump’s political interests by echoing his attacks on voting by mail.\(^8\) The Department of Justice (“DOJ”) also recently eased constraints on federal prosecutors opening election fraud inquiries right before Election Day and issued an “unusual news release announcing the investigation of nine mail-in military ballots that were allegedly discarded” in the battleground state of Pennsylvania.\(^9\) Press reports also indicate that President Trump and his allies have repeatedly discussed firing FBI Director Chris Wray, three years into his ten-year term, because he has “not done what Trump had hoped — indicate that Democratic presidential candidate Joe Biden, his son Hunter Biden or other Biden associates are under investigation” before Election Day.\(^10\) President Trump’s demands did elicit compliance from Secretary of State Mike Pompeo, who pledged to release emails from Trump’s 2016 opponent Hillary Clinton before Election Day.\(^11\) Secretary Pompeo’s acquiescence has now landed him under investigation by OSC for potential violations of the Hatch Act.\(^12\) As a result of this and other conduct,

---


12. Steve Bennen, Office of Special Counsel to Examine Pompeo’s Election Antics, *MSNBC*, Oct. 20, 2020,
President Trump is now the subject of a complaint alleging violations under the criminal provision of the Hatch Act, 18 U.S.C. § 610, which prohibits coercion of federal employees to engage in political activity.\(^\text{13}\)

While President Trump and his administration’s most recent efforts to abuse the Hatch Act have focused on Election Day, there are many reasons why this misconduct might persist even after people have cast their votes. First, while Americans have become accustomed to presidential election results being announced on Election Day or the day after, due to the coronavirus pandemic and an increase in absentee ballots and voting by mail, the Brookings Institution warns that “we may have to prepare for election week, or even election month.”\(^\text{14}\) In addition to the potential delays, President Trump has not committed to accepting the results of the election and has suggested that he plans to pursue litigation in federal court if he is not declared the winner.\(^\text{15}\) At a campaign rally last weekend, President Trump said regarding Pennsylvania, “We have a situation where they have the ballots, and they have a long time to count the ballots. A lot of bad things will happen during that period, terrible things will happen, crooked dishonest things.”\(^\text{16}\) He added, “We shouldn’t let it happen.”\(^\text{17}\)

These reports are disturbing on their own, but given the administration’s prior conduct, it also raises the prospect that President Trump will enlist government officials to intervene on his behalf to help secure his desired electoral result even after Election Day. For example, Postmaster General Louis DeJoy, who is currently under investigation by OSC for potential Hatch Act violations, was criticized in a United States Postal Service Inspector General report for providing “incomplete” information to Congress regarding operational changes that adversely impacted delivery times and voting by mail.\(^\text{18}\) DOJ has also come under intense criticism for trying to take over Trump’s defense in E. Jean Carroll’s civil defamation suit against him by claiming that the President was acting in his official when he denied rape allegations she made against him.\(^\text{19}\) If Attorney General Barr can justify DOJ interceding into this personal matter involving the President, it’s hard to imagine that discussions have not already begun within DOJ.

\(^\text{13}\) Letter from Claire Finkelman, Algernon Biddle Professor of Law and Professor of Philosophy, University of Pennsylvania, et. al, to Corey R. Amundson, Chief, Public Integrity Section, United States Department of Justice, Oct. 26, 2020, available at https://www.law.upenn.edu/live/files/10951-trump-criminal-hatch-act-complaint.


\(^\text{17}\) Id.


and other federal agencies regarding their potential roles if President Trump contests the results of November’s election.

**Legal Background**

The Hatch Act prohibits executive branch employees from engaging in political activity while on duty, on government property, wearing an official uniform or insignia, or using a government vehicle. This prohibition has historically been understood to include behind-the-scenes activity and assistance, even when that work does not include public communication. The Hatch Act further bars an executive branch employee from “us[ing] his official authority or influence for the purpose of interfering with or affecting the result of an election.” Activities covered by this prohibition include federal employees’ use of their official authority or position while participating in political activity.” “Political activity” is defined as “an activity directed toward the success or failure of a political party, candidate for partisan political office, or partisan political group.” OSC precedent suggests that this prohibition is not limited to pre-Election Day activity, but existing guidance is dated and lacks sufficient clarity to fully address likely scenarios in 2020. Penalties for violating the statute can include removal from government service, reduction in grade, debarment from federal employment for up to five years, suspension, reprimand, or a civil fine. While the President and the Vice President are exempt from the civil provisions of the Hatch Act, OSC has also acknowledged that the Hatch Act does not provide an exemption for executive branch employees acting on behalf of a principal who is exempt from the law’s restrictions.

Federal law is clear that Trump administration officials cannot engage in conduct in the course of their government jobs “for the purpose of interfering with or affecting the result of an election.” However, given this administration’s track record of non-compliance with the Hatch Act and the unprecedented nature of November’s election, it is incumbent upon OSC to explain further what those restrictions might mean in a post-Election Day context. President Trump has already demanded, and in some cases received, assistance from senior political appointees to use the tools of the government to support his re-election effort. These abuses have escalated and likely will continue to escalate as we approach and move beyond Election Day, especially if the results remain in doubt for days and weeks. As such, OSC must be vigilant and transparent in
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23 5 C.F.R. § 734.302(b)(1).
24 5 C.F.R. § 734.101.
25 Office of Special Counsel, Wearing or Displaying Presidential Candidate Items after the Election, Nov. 5, 2008, [https://web.archive.org/web/20090118035321/http://www.osc.gov/documents/hatchact/federal/Hatchact08.pdf](https://web.archive.org/web/20090118035321/http://www.osc.gov/documents/hatchact/federal/Hatchact08.pdf) (noting that until the Electoral College votes are counted and a winner is declared by the president of the Senate, all candidates for president retain their status as candidates, but permitting employees to wear and display Obama and McCain t-shirts and pictures after Election Day presumably because election was settled).
ensuring that Trump administration officials receive clear guidance for how to comply with the law and face swift enforcement if they run afoul of it.

**Conclusion**

The Hatch Act is intended to prevent federal employees from engaging in partisan political activity in their official capacity. The statute prohibits an employee from undertaking any activity directed toward the success or failure of a political candidate or a political party while on duty or on federal property, or while using her official title or position. President Trump’s repeated attempts to use government resources to support his campaign and Trump administration officials’ numerous violations of the Hatch Act are a gross abuse of power that threatens to undermine our democracy.

As the independent federal agency responsible for enforcement of the Hatch Act, OSC needs to provide the White House with clear, public guidance to ensure that Trump administration officials follow the law in the period immediately following Election Day, and especially if the 2020 presidential election results are contested.

Sincerely,

Noah Bookbinder
Executive Director